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NEW FORMATIONS OF SENIOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN AS THE 

BASIS FOR FORMING THEIR SOCIAL POSITION OF SCHOOL STUDENTS 

 

The main task of contemporary preschool education is creating conditions for the development of children’s capa-

bilities, improvement of their uniqueness and preparation for further education. The aim of the paper is to analyse the 

development of senior preschool children’s new formations and their role in the development of children’s readiness for 

schooling. The most important new formations of this age are the following: hierarchy of motives, development of social 

motives of behaviour and activity, which will determine learner’s inner attitude; development of “internal ethical in-

stantiations”, the level of conscious mental processes development along with such volitional qualities as independ-

ence, initiative and responsibility, which prepare five-year-old children for the new social position. As part of the em-

pirical study, the levels of five-year-old children’s readiness for schooling (the creative, productive and elementary 

ones) based on the acquired new formations have been identified. According to the results obtained, the methodology 

intended for the formation of the new social position of a schoolchild in senior preschool children, which involved vari-

ous forms of work with children, their parents and teachers (preschool and primary school teachers), was implemented 

and tested. Repeated evaluation of the above-mentioned criteria demonstrated the effectiveness of the developed exper-

imental methodology: the creative level of the formation of the new social position of a schoolchild was observed 

among 30.5% of the EG participants and 5.5% of CG participants; the productive level – 62.5% in the EG and 37.5% 

in the CG; the elementary level was demonstrated by 7% of EG participants and 57% of the CG participants. 

Keywords: hierarchy of motives, internal attitude of a schoolchild,  internal ethical instantiations, consciousness of 

mental process, independence, initiative, readiness for schooling, social position of a schoolchild, new social attitude of 

a schoolchild. 

 

Introduction 

The main priority of contemporary education is a 

child’s personality. Creating conditions for the develop-

ment of his/her uniqueness and capabilities will contribute 

to his/her successful work in future, which in its turn will 

have positive impact on prosperity of the state.    

Preschool education is the initial segment of general 

education. Basic principles of the Ukrainian system of 

preschool education are declared in the series of national 

legal documents, namely The State National Programme 

“Education” (Ukraine, XXI century), the Laws “On Pre-

school Education”, “On Child Protection”, Basic Compo-

nent of Preschool Education.  

The transition from preschool childhood to the 

school one is characterised by drastic changes of a child’s 

place in the system of corresponding social relations and 

his/her lifestyle in general.  

According to L. Vyhotskyi, to be ready for schooling 

means to achieve a certain level of intellectual processes: 

a child must be able to distinguish the main points of the 

surrounding phenomena, compare, comprehend, and draw 

conclusions. A child who cannot follow a teacher’s narra-

tion and draw simple conclusions is not ready for school-

ing [5, p. 384]. This opinion was shared by L. Venher 

who emphasised that a child’s readiness for schooling 

involves his/her capability for differentiated perception, 

elementary forms of logical memorising, logical thinking, 

reproductive imagination [4, p. 34].  

L. Bozhovych notes that a preschool child must have 

the developed level of cognitive attitude towards the reali-

ty, the level of the development cognitive interests and 

needs – the need for acquiring new knowledge and abili-

ties, which is fulfilled in learning as a socially significant 

activity and forms a new social postition [3, p. 227]. 

O. Leontiev notes that child’s understanding of the 

content of tasks, their difference from the practical ones, 

his/her knowledge of techniques of performing actions, 

self-control and self-evaluation skills; the development of 

volitional qualities, the ability to observe, listen, memo-

rise, try to solve problems; the ability to control his/her 

behaviour contribute to the formation of the new social 

position – “a schoolchild”.       

Thus, the social position “a schoolchild” involves 

child’s understanding of techniques of performing ac-

tions, self-control and self-evaluation skills, the develop-

ment of volitional qualities, hierarchy of motives, the 

development of social motives of behaviour and activity, 

which will determine schoolchild’s inner attitude in fu-

ture.  

Among the new formations peculiar to this age we 

would like to highlight the hierarchy of motives and the 

development of social motives of behaviour and activity. 

The research works by O. Leontiev and K. Hurevych 
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proved that the hierarchy of motives is a new formation 

typical for senior preschool age [8]. O. Leontiev came to a 

conclusion that it is at preschool age when conscious and 

autonomous subordination of one child’s action to another 

occurs for the first time, i. e. his/her personality is being 

developed. There appears a new relation between motives 

and child’s ability to consciously subordinate his/her 

actions to more important and distant goals, though they 

may seem unattractive to him/her [8, p. 281]. It is an 

important prerequisite for preschool child’s future school-

ing [3, p. 240].   

L. Vyhotskyi considers the emergence of “internal 

ethical instantiations” to be one of the new formations of 

preschool childhood [4, p. 625]. D. Elkonin associates 

their emergence with the formation of a new type of rela-

tionships between a child and an adult. An adult becomes 

an example for a child. The formation of the first ethical 

ideas is the process of the acquiring of new behavioural 

patterns associated with adults’ appraisal. A child ac-

quires a new type of behaviour, which can be called the 

individual one [5, p. 380-381].  

The researchers (V. Davydov, O. Zaporozhets,                   

D. Elkonin, V. Kotyrlo et al.) emphasise that one of the 

psychic new formations of senior preschoolers is devel-

oped consciousness of psychic processes: from the age of 

5 to 7 actions, deeds and behaviour in general become 

consciously controlled. L. Bozhovych thinks that a new 

formation is expressed in preschool child’s willing not 

only to act in accordance with moral motives, but also 

refuse from things that are attractive for him/her [3, p. 

240]. As noted by T. Pirozhenko, mastering the ability to 

regulate behaviour consciously is the most significant 

indicator of general development and readiness for 

schooling [9, p. 10].      

V. Kotyrlo confirms that conscious character of sen-

ior preschoolers’ behaviour is expressed in the ability to 

direct their psychic activity and control themselves ac-

cording to the requirements of a certain task and activity 

in general, rules of conduct, moral norms corresponding 

to the age of a child [7, p. 40]. It means that a child uses 

effort of will to stop doing what he/she wants to do and 

perform some other actions even if he/she does not want 

to, H. Bielienka notes [1, p. 11]. Conscious behaviour is 

expressed in overcoming obstacles, either internal or 

external. It occurs when a child, being captured by some 

goals that are important for him/her, is trying to fulfil 

them using some efforts. For example, such volitional 

qualities as independence, initiative and responsibility are 

being developed, V. Kotyrlo thinks [7, p. 40].        

Independence is an integrated personal quality, 

which is expressed in initiative, criticism, reasonable self-

esteem and responsibility for the consequences of one’s 

actions and behaviour. It is the ability to set a goal and 

achieve it, to solve problems using one’s own resources 

[1, p. 11]. Independence as a basic personal quality has 

two principle components – freedom of choice and the 

ability to be responsible for it. The level of child’s inde-

pendence corresponds to his/her age in case he/she is able 

to make decisions and find ways to achieve goals in 

his/her playing activity.  

Due to the level of the above-mentioned mental pro-

cesses development and maturity, a child has new oppor-

tunities to express his/her “self” in all kinds of activity. 

He/she can not only perform actions according to the 

example, but use some creativity. It is worth noting that 

creativity is the level of creative giftedness, creative ca-

pabilities, which are expressed in thinking, communica-

tion, some kinds of activity and form a relatively stable 

characteristics of a personality. Creativity is a child’s 

capability for creative work, readiness to perceive and 

generate extraordinary ideas; quick-wittedness, ingenuity 

[1, p. 12].      

Preschooler’s desire to be a schoolchild is one of the 

leading motives for entering a school, which determines 

his/her readiness for schooling and learning. Senior pre-

schooler’s readiness for a new social position involves 

corresponding level of development of social motives of 

behaviour and activity [3, p. 216-217]. According to                  

L. Bozhovych, social motives include “child’s need for 

communication with other people, their assessments and 

recognition; preschool child’s willing to take a certain 

place in the system of social relations that are available to 

him/her” [3, p. 311].    

The scientists A. Venher, D. Elkonin, T. Niezhnova 

consider the concept “social position of a schoolchild” as 

a system of needs and intents associated with school, 

when involvement into schooling becomes child’s own 

necessity. This very social position (a schoolchild) is the 

basis for the formation of a future first-grader as a stu-

dent, which is characterised by peculiarities of child’s 

psyche, namely gradual transition from self-centred to 

socio-centred worldview; from ideal Self to the real one; 

the formation of self-esteem. A child is learning how to 

communicate with him-/herself, understand him-/herself 

and subordinate his/her desires and feelings to new exter-

nal norms and requirements [4, p. 34].  

Thus, five-year-old children’s readiness for the new 

social position of schoolchildren is understood as the 

maturity of basic qualities peculiar to an integrated per-

sonality; the development of all psychic processes corre-

sponding to this age group as well as cognitive and speech 

activity; the formation of qualitative psychic new for-

mations: moral and ethical instantiations, conscious be-

haviour, independence and responsibility, creativity, initi-

ative, autonomy of behaviour, self-esteem, self-attitude, 

self-consciousness.   

The paper aims to analyse the development of senior 

preschool children’s new formations and determine their 

role in forming social position of a schoolchild and readi-

ness for schooling.   

Research methods 

For empirical study of the development of senior 

preschool children’s new formations, their new social 

position of schoolchildren, as well as assessment of chil-

dren’s readiness for schooling, the experimental work has 

been carried out. It involved preschool educational institu-
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tions of Dnipro and Odessa regions. Participants of the 

empirical study were children of senior preschool age, 

their parents and teachers of the cities of Kryvyi Rih and 

Odessa.  

The study involved 750 children attending senior 

groups of the above-mentioned preschool institutions (the 

control group (CG) consisted of 382 children and the 

experimental one (EG) involved 368 children) as well as 

250 preschool and primary school teachers.  

Discussion 

Based on the analysis of the acquired new for-

mations, the levels of senior preschoolers’ readiness for 

the new social position of schoolchildren have been dis-

tinguished – the creative, productive and elementary ones. 

The corresponding methodology for the formation of the 

new social attitude has been developed and implemented.  

It has been found that the children with the creative 

level identify themselves with their own “Self”, their 

places in the system of interaction, have positive percep-

tion of the society and meaningful cooperation with their 

equals in age; are able to control expression of their emo-

tions and disposition; have reasonable self-esteem; are 

familiar with social norms of living together and able to 

use the acquired knowledge in various life circumstances; 

know moral norms and rules of relationships with other 

people.  

The productive level is characterised by positive 

worldview; the children are familiar with social norms, 

but are not always able to use acquired knowledge in real-

life situations and build relationships without conflicts; 

they demonstrate piecewise knowledge of norms and 

rules of conduct and benevolence; are sometimes unable 

to choose appropriate means of communication with other 

people; they have reasonable self-esteem, know moral and 

ethical norms, but sometimes identify them incorrectly; 

they do not give reasons for their evaluations.  

The children with the elementary level do not identi-

fy themselves with their own “Self”, feel suspicious about 

the society, do not initiate their own actions, try to avoid 

contact with their equals in age and adults, act according 

to instructions; they have superficial knowledge of social 

norms of behaviour; are characterised by mostly changea-

ble uncontrolled mood and unreasonable self-esteem.  

In order to identify the levels of five-year-old chil-

dren’s readiness for their new social position of school-

children, we have implemented a series of diagnostic 

tasks in the control and experimental groups: didactic 

exercises “The world through the eyes of children”, “Es-

timate your emotions”, “The good or the bad”, “Three 

words about yourself”; conversational games “Don’t 

waste your time, help your family”, “The guide”, “Con-

versational partner”, “I ask, you answer”; conversational 

exercises “How should we say?”, “Preschoolers are polite 

children”, “Establishing friendly relationships with equals 

in age”, “My friends and I at the kindergarten”, individual 

interviews.     

According to the analysis of children’s performing of 

the tasks, the following results have been obtained: the 

creative level of preschool children’s readiness for the 

new social position of schoolchildren was demonstrated 

by 2.5% of children from the EG and 3.5% of the CG 

participants; the productive level – among 39.5% of EG 

participants and 39% of the children from CG; the ele-

mentary level was observed in 58% of the EG participants 

and 57.5% of the CG participants.  

The methodology intended for the formation of the 

social position of a schoolchild in senior preschool chil-

dren involved various forms of work with children, their 

parents and teachers (preschool and primary school teach-

ers).  

The methodology was implemented by means of the 

following events: planning the work of teachers and 

methodological services in terms of the formation of 

future first-graders’ new social position of schoolchildren; 

cooperative pedagogical round table discussions (“The 

unity, interaction and conformity of forms, methods and 

techniques of educational work with children of five years 

old and primary school age”), pedagogical counselling, 

seminars-workshops (“Problems of five-year-old chil-

dren’s adaptation to schooling”, “Ways of preventing 

children’s disadaptation in learning”), business games 

(“Adaptation of kindergarten graduates to new conditions 

of school life: problems and ways of their solving”).    

Parent-teacher conferences were held for parents of 

future first-graders (“A preschooler today and a first-

grader tomorrow”, “When your child is going to school”, 

“Having a future fist-grader in a family”, “Do we know 

our own child?”), meetings of parent clubs (“Ways of 

acquiring the new social position of a schoolchild by five-

year-old children”, “Intellectual games and tasks of up-

bringing children”), “boxes” for questions and sugges-

tions, library with videos concerning various problematic 

issues, web-sites for parents, training sessions on the 

issues of preparing children for acquiring the new social 

position of schoolchildren (“New social conditions for 

first-graders”, “Self-esteem as a component of child’s 

readiness for the new social status of a schoolchild”, 

“How to overcome lack of self-confidence and shy-

ness?”), pedagogical lectures for parents (“The formation 

of responsibility in children as an important personal 

quality for further schooling”), thematic boards and fold-

ers (“Ways of forming cognitive interest in learning 

among children”, “Important independent living skills, 

peculiarities of their formation and improvement”, “Rules 

for instilling self-confidence”), etc.  

Also, the formation of five-year-old children’s readi-

ness for the new social position was possible due to the 

following forms of educational process organisation: a 

series of classes (“I feel the world”, “Fairy tales about the 

power of the Good”, “Kindness is the uppermost virtue”, 

“Every person is unique”, “You are living among peo-

ple”), integrated classes with the elements of designing 

(“What am I?”, “My friends”, “Creating a cartoon fairy 

tale”, “My family”); training for future first-graders “I am 

a future first-grader”; games intended for the development 

of elementary skills of learning activity (“The dwarf’s 
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house”, “Pigtails”, “Flowers and snowflakes”, “Hit the 

mark”); socio-communicative and game situations (“I am 

a schoolchild”, “My attitude to my friends”, “My future 

school friends”, “How I imagine myself in a classroom”, 

“Getting education will help you see the world”, “Being 

at school on the bell”, “My future school”, etc.).  

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed method-

ology according to the specified criteria and indicators, 

the level of development of the new social position of a 

schoolchild among five-year-old children was evaluated 

again and the results were compared to the obtained be-

fore.   

The following changes were observed in the experi-

mental group compared to the control one: the creative 

level of the formation of the new social status of a school-

child was observed among 30.5% of the EG participants 

and 5.5% of CG participants; the productive level – 

62.5% in the EG and 37.5% in the CG; the elementary 

level was demonstrated by 7% of EG participants and 

57% of the CG participants.  

Therefore the results obtained prove the effective-

ness of the developed experimental methodology for the 

formation of the new social position “a schoolchild” 

among five-year-old children.  

Conclusions 

Theoretical review of the literature has made it pos-

sible to conclude that the most important new formations 

of children of senior preschool age, which form the social 

position of a schoolchild are as follows: child’s under-

standing of techniques of performing actions, self-control 

and self-evaluation skills, volitional qualities develop-

ment, hierarchy of motives, the development of social 

motives of behaviour and activity, which will determine a 

schoolchild’s inner attitude in future.  

The proposed methodology indented for the for-

mation of five-year-old children’s readiness for schooling 

(according to the acquired new formations peculiar to this 

age group) has proven to be effective.  

Further study should be aimed at the issues of 

providing pedagogical conditions for children’s adapta-

tion to schooling.  
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НОВОУТВОРЕННЯ СТАРШИХ ДОШКІЛЬНИКІВ ЯК  

УМОВА ФОРМУВАННЯ СОЦІАЛЬНОЇ ПОЗИЦІЇ «ШКОЛЯР» 

Головним завданням сучасної  дошкільної освіти є створення умов для  розвитку  здібностей та обдарувань 

дитини, удосконалення її неповторної унікальності, підготовка  до  подальшого навчання. Мета статті – про-

аналізувати процес формування новоутворень дітей старшого дошкільного віку та їх роль у набутті дітьми го-

товності до шкільного навчання. Серед новоутворень саме цього віку особливо цінними є  супідрядність мо-

тивів, розвиток соціальних мотивів поведінки та діяльності, які надалі будуть визначати внутрішню позицію 

учня; виникнення в цей період у дитини «внутрішніх етичних інстанцій», сформованість довільності психічних 

процесів, а також таких вольових якостей, як самостійність, ініціативність та відповідальність, що готують 

дитину шестирічного віку до нового соціального статусу. За аналізом набутих новоутворень п’ятирічними 

дітьми, які відвідують дошкільні навчальні заклади м. Дніпра та Одеси, виділено рівні готовності дітей старшо-

го дошкільного віку до нової соціальної позиції «школяр» (творчий, продуктивний, елементарний); розроблено 

і реалізовано відповідну методику формування соціальної позиції «школяр». Зазначена методика включала 

різноманітні форми роботи з  дітьми, їхніми батьками та педагогами (вихователями та вчителями початкових 

класів). За результатами повторного оцінювання рівнів готовності до нової соціальної позиції «школяр», в 

експериментальній групі відбувалися позитивні зміни порівняно з контрольною групою. Творчий рівень сфор-

мованості соціальної позиції «школяр» на прикінцевому етапі було зафіксовано у 30,5% дітей ЕГ (було 2,5%) і 

5,5% – у КГ (було 3,5%); на продуктивному рівні в ЕГ стало 62,5% (було 39,5 %) дошкільників, у КГ – 37,5% 

(було 39%); на елементарному рівні залишилося в ЕГ – 7% (було 58%) дітей, у КГ – 57% (було 57,5%). Отри-

мані дані підтвердили ефективність розробленої експериментальної методики формування соціальної позиції 

«школяр» у дітей п’яти років. 

Ключові слова: супідрядність мотивів, внутрішня позиція учня,  внутрішні етичні інстанції, довільність 

психічних процесів, самостійність, ініціативність, готовність до навчання у школі, соціальний статус «школя-

ра», нова соціальна позиція «школяр». 
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